Moore Trees Movement

Allen and Nancy Moore were a part of Wonderland Camp for nearly three decades. When Allen took the reigns as Wonderland Camp’s CEO he knew that founder, Charlie Miller, loved the forest feel of the camp and wanted campers to enjoy the beauty and shade of the towering oak trees. It was often said that Charlie could hear a chainsaw miles away and would rush to camp to see why a tree was being cut down.

Allen took this to heart and began having flowering trees like dogwoods planted on the camp property to add color and beauty. Before Allen’s retirement, he continually reminded the board of directors that we needed to plant new trees so that the forest would be here for campers in the future.

In memory of the Allen and Nancy’s service to Wonderland Camp we have begun the Moore Trees Movement.

If you would like to dedicate a tree to the Moore Trees Movement call 573-392-1000 and donate $125. You may choose which type of tree you would like and a dedication name that will be placed with the tree.

Help Wonderland Camp maintain its forest for years to come!